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WELCOME! I am so excited that you are interested in finding out more about PlayHaven Farm LLC 
and letting me be one of our healthy food resources!  
 
WEBSITE 
 
I love that I can keep all ya’ll up-to-date with what is going on at the Farm on our website:  
www.PlayHavenFarm.com. If you haven’t had a chance to check it out, I encourage you to do so. 
You’ll note a date at the top of the Home page… that is the date of the most recent changes. The Status 
Report will have links to the pages with those changes. 
 
While the primary focus of the website is on this farming adventure, there are some rather interesting 
things to check out on the Project List page and learn about the Green Renovation which is where ‘& 
Green Building Project’ comes in to play. The renovation has slowed due to the necessary investments to 
change from stewards of the land to sustainable farmers. We hope to be able to do at least some small 
renovations in 2015; time, money and sponsorships will tell. 
 
The Facebook page has gained some followers (yippee). It is certainly a great way to share sudden 
happenings between website updates. So if you use Facebook, I encourage you to “LIKE” the page at 
https://www.facebook.com/PlayHavenFarm and share it with your friends. Basically, I use it to let you 
know when I’ve updated the website or if anything fun has happened. I also share other people’s posts if 
they are good ideas, inspiring, etc. 
 
PASTURED POULTRY 
 
What is ‘Pastured Poultry’? That is an excellent question and I am SO happy you asked!  
Pastured Poultry is a concise phrase used to describe chickens that are raised in a pasture setting as 
opposed to a chicken yard or confinement house. They may live in a small structure that is open to the 
ground (no wire under their feet) that is moved once or twice a day so the birds are always on fresh 
grass. OR they may have a mobile coop (where they can go to roost [and if they are hens, lay eggs] and 
take refuge at night) which is surrounded by an electric net-type fence that allows the chickens to truly 
range freely and stay protected from predators; all of which is moved to provide fresh grass as needed. 
 
These chickens eat primarily from the bounty of nature in the form of insects, small animals and plants; 
additionally they are provided with fresh water, feed and mineral (et al) supplements to cover what may 
be lacking in that particular spot on that particular day. 
 
Why not call them ‘Free-Range Chickens’? Another excellent question! 
What I (and probably, you) envision when the phrase ‘free-range chickens’ is presented is a bucolic 
landscape where chickens run around on green grass chasing bugs and enjoy the bright sunshine. 
Unfortunately, anyone (including confinement house production) following the technical definition as 
regulated by the USDA (which calls for the chicken to be "allowed access to the outside") is able to use 
the phrase ‘free-range chickens.’ It makes knowing the farm from whence you get your food even more 
important. For example, we have a neighbor who advertises their eggs are from free-range chickens 
when, in fact, their chickens live in a chicken yard... a fenced in stationary coop with a very small area 
that is completely dirt. That is fine according to the USDA, but it is not fine for us or our chickens. 
 
We don't want there to be any confusion about how our chickens live, so we opt to not use that phrase. 
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COOPS 
We raise our chickens sustainably; which means they live on pasture and are not kept in a building or in a 
dirt yard.  
 
The hens have the ‘EggMobile’, a Mobile Coop surrounded by an electric net-type fence that allows the 
chickens to truly range freely and stay protected from ground predators (flying predators are trickier). 
 
The meat birds have a Cockerel Camper which is a small structure that is open to the ground (no wire 
under their feet) that is moved once a day so the birds are always able to sleep on fresh grass; it, too, is 
surrounded by an electric net-type fence that allows the chickens to truly range freely and stay protected 
from ground predators. 
 
Both of these structures include a pop-hole (a chicken-size doorway) that we close after the chickens put 
themselves to bed at night and open first thing in the morning; providing extra protection. 
 
While providing the chickens with a lifestyle that is both ‘chicken-like’ and safe for them... we are also 
thinking about the fertility of the soil in our pastures. All that scratching, removing insects and pooping 
improves the pastures without the problems associated with over use… which is toxicity from the high 
potassium content in chicken poop, denuding the soil and irritability among the chickens (pecking). 
 
BREEDS - TRIPLE PURPOSE 
Our chickens are both farm help (improving the soil) and food producers (eggs and chicken meat). In the 
chicken industry, the term ‘dual purpose’ means good for egg production and meat, so I guess you could 
say that our chickens are ‘triple purpose.’ 
 
We decided to forego the commercial breeds and chose instead Heritage Breeds. We did a great deal of 
research, visited the America Livestock Breeds Conservancy and decided that the breeds which fit best for 
us are 

Eggs: Black Australorps Light Brahmas Buff Orpingtons 
These hens are heavy, dual-purpose birds who lay brown eggs and are especially hardy for cold 
weather. (When their laying days are over, they will make excellent stewing hens.) 

 
Meat: Dark Cornish   
We order only cockerels (males) so that we end up with bigger meat birds. We decided against 
getting the popular Rock/Cornish Hybrid that seems to be the staple for broilers because they 
grow abnormally fast, are abnormally large and tend to have health issues. So instead of an 8-
week turn over with the Hybrid (4 weeks in the chick brooder and 4 weeks on pasture), our Dark 
Cornish cockerels will spend 4 weeks in the chick brooder and 12 weeks on pasture. This extra 
time and the fact that they are less confined make their meet more dense and flavorful. They are 
also just the right size, weighing in at just over 2 lbs. when processed. It is important to cook 
Heritage Breeds correctly to get the best results; a PDF from the ALBC on how to do 
this is attached. We also like that the Dark Cornish are a truly balanced bird... not overly heavy 
in the breast. Their breast meat may not be as plentiful as the Hybrid, but we find that it is very 
juicy and very flavorful. 
 

FOOD (FEED) 
Raising chickens on pasture does not mean (unfortunately) that you don't also have to provide them with 
food (or ‘feed’ as it is commonly known). Our chickens eat insects, small animals, plants, some sand/soil 
from the pasture and we supply them with non-GMO small grains, mineral supplements and lots and lots 
of fresh water. 
 
Most (if not all) mainstream chicken feed uses cracked corn as its primary ingredient. As you may or may 
not already know, I (Bobbi) am allergic to corn products of all types... even baking powder plays havoc 
with my digestive system. And, I have discovered that eggs produced by hens fed a primarily corn feed 
also give me problems. Lately I've been calling myself the ‘Canary in the Corn Mine,’ LOL. (For anyone 
who doesn't get the joke, it refers to the early days of coal mining when the miners would take a singing 
canary into the mines with them to detect poisonous gasses. Because it took very little of the gasses to 
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kill the bird, if it stopped singing, the miners would have time to evacuate and then deal with the gasses 
before it killed them as well.  
 
It is my opinion that many people with egg allergies may actually be reacting to the corn feed, but there is 
no proof of that (as far as I know). I eat the eggs from my pasture raised hens and have absolutely NO 
problem with them in any way. 
 
All that information is provided to explain that I feed our hens (and cockerels) no corn, soy or wheat 
products. That means my costs for feed are up to four times what other egg/chicken producers pay. “You 
get what you pay for” and we are providing high quality, healthy eggs and chicken meat. 
 
HOW TO BUY PLAYHAVEN FARM EGGS AND/OR CHICKEN 
 
EGGS 
You can buy eggs year-round for $5.50*/dozen. If you are not already buying eggs, get on the Egg List 
by emailing me and include your name, phone number, city, and how many eggs you expect to purchase 
each month in the email OR feel free to call me. I’ve found that, for most people, a trip to the farm once a 
month is something to look forward to, so it only makes sense to know and estimate of how many eggs 
you will be purchasing at a monthly rate. 
 
Spring is BOOM-TIME for egg laying. If you have some extra refrigerator space, I highly recommend 
stocking up on eggs in the spring since they will easily last three to four MONTHS when refrigerated. That 
way you can be sure to have plenty of eggs during the leaner summer months. 
 
If I have more demand than eggs (during extreme heat of summer or short days of winter), the person at 
the top of the list gets first crack at the available eggs (pun intended) and then the next name in the 
rotation moves to the top. During those times, there is a two dozen per customer limit. I have 60 hens so 
any lag time should be of short duration. Our customers tell us that these eggs are worth the wait! 
 
*Sales tax is included in this amount. I go into the KC area once a week and can deliver your eggs to a 
Missouri location. OR you can make an appointment to come out to the farm to get your eggs and pay 
only $5.00/dozen. (I am only licensed to sell eggs in Missouri and not wholesale.) 
 
MEAT BIRDS 
Meat chickens are a seasonal crop and are ONLY sold through subscription/pre-orders. You are purchasing 
a LIVE chicken and humane processing is provided at no additional charge. If you prefer to take your 
chickens home live, you will need to let us know so we have them waiting for you and you will need to 
provide transportation containment yourself. 
 
Your processed whole chickens will have been cooled overnight and vacuum-packed fresh. You should 
freeze any chickens you are not planning to eat within a week and the frozen chickens should last up to a 
year without freezer burn when vacuum-packed. I recommend thawing it in the refrigerator, still vacuum-
packed for a few days before you plan to use it. As with the fresh, vacuum-packed chicken, use it within a 
week from thawing. 
 
To purchase meat chickens from PlayHaven Farm requires two (2) commitments in addition to 
monetary payment: 

1. Attend and help on at least one (1) processing morning. 
2. Pick up your vacuum packed chickens at the scheduled date and time. 

 
These are not unusual requests. Many CSA programs require their customers to work on the farm for a set 
number of hours during the season as part of their commitment to supporting the local farmer; while also 
requiring the customer pick up their produce at set times and places. 
There are no exceptions to these requirements; however, you may send someone else in your place. If 
you order chickens, but do not fulfill your obligations; you will forfeit your chicken order and any money 
already paid. And, while I shouldn’t even have to mention it, if you choose to pick up your order before 
your obligation to help process and then don’t show up to process; I won’t sell anything to you ever again. 
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Processing dates and pickup dates will be pre-determined and listed on the order form so that you can 
choose the date you will help and the date you will pick up.* They will not be the same date, so you are 
committing to come to the farm twice: once to help with processing (in the morning) and once to pick up 
your chickens (in the late afternoon/evening). 
 
*A limited number of chickens will be processed on each processing date. In the event that the date you 
have chosen has already been filled by other customers, you will be given the choice of choosing a 
different date or cancelling your order. I cannot store your processed or live birds beyond that date.  
 
There will be a limit on the total number of Dark Cornish chickens that I will raise... that 
number is 100 (12 per customer maximum) 
 
The meat chickens can't keep up with the strip-grazing cattle any longer (more cattle means quicker 
movement through the pastures); so they have to rotate around a separate area (while the hens follow 
the cattle). The pasture needs an average of six (6) weeks to recover before any livestock goes back into 
the same location. Again, this means I have to put the meat chickens on their own area of pasture and 
limit the number. 
 
On the bright side... I can offer Stewing Hens. I'll have about 50 hens (6 per customer 
maximum) because in 2015 I have to replace the older hens with younger hens. The name tells you how 
to cook the meat of an older chicken (like in a stew where you cook the meat with wet heat at a low 
temperature for a longer period of time). All my hens are considered 'heavy' birds, so should be about 
5 lbs after processing. 
 
Remember, meat chickens are available ONLY by pre-order and if you only get one (1) or two (2) this 
year, you will have to wait until NEXT YEAR to order again… regardless of how delicious those one (1) or 
two (2) were and how much you wish you had ordered more. 
 
DEADLINE TO ORDER MEAT BIRDS 
The March 15 deadline is only a few weeks after the yearly order form is sent out and I do that to 
encourage you to: DO NOT DELAY your decision making. I understand that most people are not used 
to ordering their meat several months prior to receiving it and especially not enough for an entire year. I 
also understand that for most people, a $15.00 chicken is a luxurious expense. You can assume that your 
chickens will be close to two (2) pounds after processing. Now if you consider that one chicken yields six 
(6) entrée pieces (2 legs, 2 thighs, 2 breasts) and the rest can be used to make stock or chopped meat in 
a casserole or other entrée; you could get two (2) meals easily from one (1) chicken. 
Please use the attached order form and remember to let us know if you will want your Whole birds live or 
processed (and if you want the feet and/or the giblets: heart, liver, gizzard). 
 
PROCESSING AND PICK-UP DATES 
I run two (2) batches five (5) weeks apart. Remember, you are ordering a live chicken and humane 
processing is provided at no additional charge. If you prefer to take your chickens home live, you will need 
to let us know so we have them waiting for you and you will need to provide transportation containment 
yourself. 
 
The Order Form has dates for you to choose which dates you will help with processing and when you pick 
up your order as part of your commitment to support this farm. . If you order chickens, but do not fulfill 
your obligations; you will forfeit your chicken order and any money already paid. And, while I shouldn’t 
even have to mention it, if you choose to pick up your order before your obligation to help process and 
then don’t show up to process; I won’t sell anything to you ever again. 
 
Processing is not as bad as you might think. You don’t have to witness the kill, if you don’t want to. The 
slowdown of processing is the eviscerating and we will teach you how to do that and/or the other jobs 
involved. We process outside in the shade and cool of the morning… and we make it as pleasant as 
possible for everyone involved, including the chickens. 
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CATTLE/BEEF = COWPOOLING 
 
‘Cowpooling’ is when multiple people own shares in a live beef animal. This is how we small livestock 
producers can sell directly to you, the consumer, while staying within the law. Your share is based on how 
much of the animal you want: the whole thing, half of it, a quarter (split-half). When the time comes to 
process the animal, you pick up your share from the processor and pay them for that service (usually no 
more than $0.75/lb hanging weight). You will also pay any balance due to us at that time. In 2015, we 
will be sending the beef to be processed in June. 
 
I have three (3) beefs available in 2015. I suggest you send in your order (with deposit) ASAP to improve 
your chances of getting a share in one of these beefs. If you don’t get a share of my beefs, I will let you 
know if I am able to find beefs to purchase and the price of the beefs (any increase will be added to the 
remaining balance); at which time you have the option to withdraw your order and get your deposit back. 
 
The 2015 price for Cowpooling Shares is $2.50 lb/live weight (using an estimated live weight of 
700 lb). That price translates to $4.17/lb hanging weight or $5.95/lb package weight (NOT including 
processing costs). Organ meats are not included and will be sold separately, contact me if interested. 
 

◊◊◊         A deposit equal to half of the total using the estimated live weight          ◊◊◊ 
◊◊◊     is required with your order and the balance is due upon notification of amount.     ◊◊◊ 

 
If you cannot buy a Cowpooling Share this year, but plan to do so next year, please indicate on the Order 
Form what size Share so I can have adequate stock on hand. Please and Thank You. 
 
FIGURING OUT THE PRICE   (Don’t worry if it takes you a few times reading this to ‘get it’.) 
 
When the beef animal is delivered to the processor it comes in with a ‘live weight’. That is generally an 
estimate by the farmer because most of us don’t have scales big enough to actually weigh the live animal. 
 
The processor will remove the hide, head, hooves and tail along with the insides and what is left is called 
the carcass (or meat) which is measured with a ‘hanging weight’. Typically, the hanging weight is about 
60% of the live weight. (The tongue, heart, and liver are not included in this weight but can be kept if 
requested.) From the hanging weight, you can expect to receive 65 to 70% of packaged meat due to 
bones, the type of cuts and trim waste. 
 
I expect our beefs will have a live weight around 700 lbs. by the time they are ready for processing. 
Using LAST YEARS PRICE OF $2.10/LB as the example, here’s the math of how what you pay 
for live weight and processing translates to what you spend per pound in total for meat: 
 

Whole Share: 700 lbs X $2.10 = $1,470 to PlayHaven Farm LLC 
700 X 60% = 420 lbs Hanging Weight 
420 X 70% = 294 lbs Packaged Weight 
Processing Fee: 420 X $0.75 = $315 to the processor 
Results: $1,470 + $315 = $1,785 ÷ 294 lbs = $6.07/lb  
 
Half Share: 700 ÷ 2 = 350 lbs X $2.10 = $735 to PlayHaven Farm LLC 
700 X 60% ÷ 2 = 210 lbs Hanging Weight 
210 X 70% = 147 lb Packaged Weight 
Processing Fee: 210 X $0.75 = $157.50 to the processor 
Results: $735 + $157.50 = $892.5 ÷ 147 lbs = $6.07 lb  
 
Split-Half Share: 700 ÷ 4 = 175 lbs X $2.10 = $367.50 to PlayHaven Farm LLC 
700 X 60% ÷ 4 = 105 lbs Hanging Weight 
105 X 70% = 73.5 lb Packaged Weight 
Processing Fee: 105 X $0.75 = $78.75 to the processor 
Results: $367.50 + $78.75 = $446.25 ÷ 73.5 lbs = $6.07 lb  
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We won’t know the actual hanging weight until the processor tells us. SO, it is entirely possible that the 
grand total will be different from the example, but the price per pound total won’t change. For example, if 
the hanging weight is actually 480 lbs then the balance due will be higher and if it is 390, the balance due 
to PlayHaven Farm LLC will be lower. The example is an ESTIMATE of what you can expect to pay. 
 
WHOLE/HALF/SPLIT-HALF… HOW MUCH SHOULD I GET? 
When figuring how much to get, you’ll want to take some things into account: 

 How much space do I have to store it? 
 How long will it withstand freezer burn? 
 How much can I afford? 

 
Like the chickens, the beef is a seasonal item. I am not a warehouse… so when you get beef from me you 
are ordering a bulk amount and storing it yourself. Therefore, you will need freezer space enough for 
whatever you order. A rule of thumb is one cubic foot of freezer space for each 35-40 pounds of cut and 
wrapped meat. Allow slightly more space when the meat is packaged in odd shapes. 
 
The processor we are using vacuum packs the hamburger and double wraps the rest in plastic so it will 
last up to a year in a good freezer. 
 
Your price is $2.50 per pound/live-weight. You are purchasing a Share in a Live Animal which is why the 
price is for live-weight. Please see the ‘Figuring the Price’ example. 

 
◊◊◊         A deposit equal to half of the total using the estimated live weight          ◊◊◊ 
◊◊◊   is required with order and the balance is due when you pick up your meat.   ◊◊◊ 

 
If you cannot buy a Cowpooling Share this year, but plan to do so next year, please indicate on the Order 
Form what size Share so I can have adequate stock on hand. Please and Thank You. 
 
WHAT IF DEMAND EXCEEDS SUPPLY? 
If there is more interest in the Belted Galloway grass fed/finished beef than I currently have to sell, I 
know a couple of farms who also have Belted Galloway (and/or crosses) that I should be able to purchase 
stock from to fulfill your orders. I trust these people and know they are as finicky about their grass 
fed/finished beef as we are.  
 
I will fulfill shares (first received, first served) from my stock first and those people are guaranteed the 
price quoted. Purchasing additional stock may necessitate that I increase my price to fulfill the remaining 
shares. I would buy them ‘on the hoof’ and try to send them with my beefs to be custom processed; 
however, if that might not be possible and a different processing date could be needed. 
In either case, I WILL CONTACT everyone affected to allow them the opportunity to withdraw their order 
(and get their deposit back) if they choose.  
 
HOW YOU GET YOUR SHARE 
We have to schedule processing several months in advance. As soon as the facility tells me the hanging 
weight, I will contact you with the amount that is due to PlayHaven Farm LLC. And, the processing facility 
will contact you directly for your preferred cuts and with the estimated date for pick-up of the packaged 
meat so you can make arrangements to go to the processor during that time frame.  
 
If you are getting a Whole or a Half share, you will need to provide instructions to the processor with 
exactly how you want the meat cut and packaged (to assure you get the correct serving sizes for your 
family and that your favorite steaks are included in the processing order). 
 
If you are getting a Split-Half, you will not be able to provide specific cutting instructions, but instead will 
be required to take normal cutting and packaging. This is because the back quarter of the beef contains 
different cuts than the front quarter, so simply purchasing a quarter doesn't give you the full selection of 
cuts you would expect. Thus, Split-Halves are partially from the front quarter, and partially from the back 
quarter, for a full selection.  
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WHAT WILL I GET IN MY SHARE? 
I’ve included the standard diagram of what cuts come from where for beef. As stated previously, the Split-
Half is a combination of cuts from both the front and back quarters resulting in the same cuts as you get 
from a Half, only less of everything. 
 
DAIRY 
 
I do not plan to sell raw milk. That is a tricky thing to do because of lots of regulations in the milk 
industry. However, I do want to get a dairy cow for my personal use at some point. That means I may 
have too much for the two of us from time to time and we would be willing to share it with our friends 
when that occurs. If it does become possible to sell it easily, we will revisit that option at that time. Of 
course, this won’t be an issue for this year anyway, but please note your interest in extra milk on the 
order form, or send me an email. Use this address: bobbi@playhavengreen.com. 
 
HONEY 
 
Gary has been having a tough time with the honeybees. Only one of the hives survived the winter coming 
into 2014 and its Queen was a slow layer. Gary attempted to raise a new queen and trapped a wild colony 
hoping to increase our numbers, but alas, both ventures did not succeed. 
At this time, the remaining hive does not appear to have survived into 2015. We are sad about this. Gary 
is planning to start again this spring. There is no honey for sale in 2015 (and probably not in 2016). 
 
BLACKBERRIES, ARONIA BERRIES, OTHER FRUIT 
 
2014 was not a great year for blackberries on our property. Part of that was due to the brambles getting 
out of hand and not being able to pick the ripened berries. I have decided to move the blackberries to a 
new location and Gary has prepared that area so we can more easily manipulate the brambles and pick 
berries. There will be no blackberries for sale in 2015. 
 
The harvest of aronia berries in 2014 was 22 pounds. Just enough to get me through to the next harvest, 
LOL. And now that the bushes are mature, I don’t expect that number to increase. This means the only 
way I will be able to provide aronia berries to customers is by taking cuttings from my existing bushes and 
making them available to you to plant in your own yard. Personally, I think this makes the most sense 
because they are beautiful bushes and you can pick your own berries. 
 
I will also be planting cuttings to increase the number of bushes on the farm, but it will be a few years 
before they produce berries.  Therefore, there will be no aronia berries for sale in 2015… but there 
WILL BE cuttings for sale. 
 
The fruit trees are too young to be producing in 2015. 
 
PUMPKINS 
 
The only pumpkins that grew on the farm in 2014 were the volunteers from the seeds scattered by 
chickens and cows (and while we had LOTS of squash blossoms we had all of two (2) ripened pumpkins). 
The intentional planting was killed by the last ‘Polar Vortex’ and the replacement planting did not take for 
some unknown reason. 
While I would like to think 2015 will be different, I cannot guarantee it and so unless you see otherwise on 
the website, there will be no pumpkins for sale in 2015. 
 
GROWING PRODUCE ON THE FARM? 
 
All of my previous experiences have lead me to the conclusion that I should not be growing produce. So, 
unless someone wants to use the area I put aside for raised beds and split the profits with me… I think I’ll 
be leaving the growing and selling of vegetables, tubers, etc. to other sustainable farms. 
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EVENTS, APPRENTICES, TOURS, FUN ON THE FARM 
 
I plan to have several opportunities for our friends/clients to come out to the farm this year… a ‘Meet Your 
Meat’ party, is just one idea.  
 
There is work on the farm that has to be done every day and I could sure use some help from time to time 
(especially since I’d like to be able to take a vacation one of these years). If you or someone you know 
and trust is interested in working with me; I’d love to talk with you or them about doing that. I’m not in a 
position to take on an ‘employee’, but an apprentice or a barter situation is definitely doable. Contact me 
at this address: bobbi@playhavengreen.com. 
 
It has been suggested to me that most people (especially under the age of 70) have never experienced 
farming the way we are doing it, so we are open to hosting field trips on an appointment basis. If you 
know of any teachers who would be interested in bringing out their class (for example), have them contact 
me at this address: bobbi@playhavengreen.com. 
 
I am available to do presentations on sustainable farming, how I became a sustainable farmer, and/or 
how eating meat isn’t something to be ashamed of (free of charge). If you know of any groups or teachers 
who would be interested in having me do a presentation or would like to see the farm, send me with their 
contact info OR have them contact me at: bobbi@playhavengreen.com. 
 
I would love to host mentors to teach through workshops on a variety of topics. (Have them contact me). 
Anyone following our journey via the web-site will be learning what I learn.  
Anyone who wants to come out from time to time and get their hands dirty and learn with me first-hand is 
welcome! 
 
IN CONCLUSION 
 
I again extend heartfelt appreciation for your interest in my pursuits and sustainable farming methods. If 
you have never been here to see firsthand what I am doing, please arrange for a tour. 
 
If you have any questions about any of these items, or if you have suggestions and certainly if you have 
orders (LOL), I am as close as your email and your telephone. FYI: I do not ‘text’; I prefer vocal 
communication via telephone and written communication via email. 
 
Also, if (in the future) you prefer to receive the Newsletter and Order Form through the U.S. Postal 
Service instead of email, please let me know. I will be happy to provide it that way and will include a self-
addressed envelope to make returning the filled in Order Form easy for you. 
 
I deeply appreciate the blessings I receive – among which is the opportunity to live on this glorious place 
we call Earth, surrounded by and dependent on the miracle that is nature – and I appreciate your support 
and friendship. 
 
Looking forward to hearing from you, 
 

Bobbi Walker, Owner  ◊  PlayHaven Farm LLC  ◊  816-304-3317  ◊  bobbi@playhavengreen.com 



Rediscovering Traditional Meats from Historic Chicken Breeds 
By Gina Bisco 

 
The chicken meat most of us take for granted today is quite different from what our grandparents 

experienced. Today commercial chicken meat production is very different from methods and ideas common 
before the mid-20th century. Those of us who want to conserve old chicken breeds need to understand the 
traditional chicken meat classes and their excellent cooking qualities. 

There are 4 traditional chicken meat classes: broiler, fryer, roaster and fowl. The traditional broiler age 
range was from 7 to 12 weeks, and carcass weight from 1 to 2 1/2 lbs. (Squab broilers would be youngest and 
smallest of these, typically Leghorn cockerels about 3/4 to 1 pound dressed.) The next age and weight group 
was called the fryer. Traditional fryer age range was from 14 to 20 weeks, and carcass weight from 2 1/2 to 4 
lbs. Traditional roaster age range was from 5 to 12 months, and carcass weight from 4 to 8 pounds. Most 
roasters were butchered between 6 and 9 months. Hens and roosters 12 months and older were called “fowl” or 
“stewing fowl” signifying that slow moist cooking methods were required. 

These traditional meat classifications, used until the 1940s, were based on the growth patterns and carcass 
qualities of the pure breeds that were commonly used throughout the U.S. to produce eggs and meat. Traditional 
chicken meats were classified by butchering age because of the special product qualities associated with each 
age range. Even though modern product labels and modern cookbooks still use the terms broiler, fryer and 
roaster, these traditional meat classes no longer apply to the modern “meat line” chickens because of their 
extremely fast growth rate. The modern “meat line” chickens grow so fast that all sizes, even the largest size, 
are butchered before they are old enough to be classified as traditional fryers. 

Historic breeds' natural growth rate may appear to be a disadvantage when compared with modern meat 
lines. But natural growth rate offers a very real and significant advantage that can only be obtained with age – 
flavor! 

Though historic breeds can all be butchered young, in the past people preferred the richer flavor of the meat 
from chickens older than 12 weeks. Once it is realized that flavor cannot be hurried with faster growth, but 
requires time and age to develop, then the advantage of keeping historic poultry breeds becomes clear. The 
modern meat lines grow too fast to develop the rich flavor that people used to expect from chicken meat. 

 The modern meat lines are bred for uniformity, and to reach certain sizes under controlled conditions. They 
grow so fast that they have to be butchered quickly when they reach target weights. After about 9 weeks of age, 
modern meat lines suffer increased losses from bone and heart failure. They are not designed to live long 
enough to achieve the rich flavor that traditional chicken breeds achieve. 

Historic poultry breeds are, in contrast, very flexible as to butchering age. Any historic pure breed can be 
butchered between 7 to 12 weeks for use as broilers, 12 to 20 weeks for use as fryers, 5 to 12 months for 
roasters, and over 12 months for stewing fowl. Although historic pure breeds were categorized as “egg breeds”, 
“meat breeds”, and “general purpose” or “dual purpose” breeds, these categories were not nearly so specialized 
as the modern mind tends to assume. Prior to development of the ultra-specialized single-purpose meat lines 
and egg lines, all pure breeds were managed more as multi-purpose flocks rather than exclusively for 
production of a single specific commercial product.  

Prior to 1920 the egg breeds were so classified because of feed efficiency, smaller size, and lack of 
broodiness – not only in regard to number of eggs produced. The meat breeds were classified as such not 
because they were used only for meat, but because they were the best suited to producing the highest quality, 
largest and top-priced roasters. In fact, until 1920 and measured by eggs per hen per year, meat breeds such as 
Brahmas and Cornish were competitive with many egg breeds. Their primary disadvantages as egg layers were 
their greater food consumption and inclination toward broodiness. The general purpose breeds were therefore 
not the only category expected to produce both meat and eggs. Rather, general purpose breeds were considered 
most practical for general farms. General farm chickens were expected to be as productive as the egg breeds and 
meat breeds, but require less attention. 



All historic breeds were once used to produce table eggs and meat. They were expected to lay well enough 
to be used for egg production, and every flock produced fowl when the layers were culled. All historic breeds 
produced about half cockerels and lacking the capability to accurately sex at hatch, excess cockerels were raised 
with pullets until they were old enough that the differences were obvious. The farmer could then decide which 
traditional meat classes would most profitably fit the excess males.  

Probably most broilers and fryers on retail markets in the early 20th century were from egg breeds, such as 
the very popular Brown or White Leghorns. The egg breed cockerels did not have the carcass traits required to 
achieve the best roaster prices, so most were usually butchered at the younger broiler or fryer age. The heavy 
breed cockerels (cockerels from the meat, general, or dual purpose breeds) could be used for fryers or broilers if 
market conditions indicated it was too risky to keep them longer. But these breeds had the right body traits to be 
graded as excellent roasters when well grown. And roasters were always preferred. 

The product qualities of a traditional high quality roaster do not at all resemble the modern meat line 
chickens in the supermarket labeled “roaster”. The carcass of a traditional roaster is overall longer and 
narrower, has a naturally shaped breast, and has proportionately far longer legs and larger thighs than the 
industrial meat line carcass of the same weight. The carcass of meat line “roasters” has a very broad breast and 
relatively tiny legs and thighs. The traditional roaster carcass yields a fairly even amount of dark meat and light 
meat, whereas the meat line roaster yields nearly all light meat and little dark meat. And, due to the much 
younger butchering age, the meat line roaster has a soft texture and bland flavor, while the traditional roaster 
has the rich flavor and firm texture expected of the more mature chicken. 

The traditional meat types each require appropriate cooking methods. Far from being a disadvantage, this 
greatly expands culinary potential. But, after more than 50 years of supermarket chicken, most Americans don't 
know the first thing about cooking older chickens, and have no contemporary sources to turn to for that 
information. Modern cookbooks are designed for the modern meat line product.  

Generally speaking, the quality and flavor of chicken meat from historic breeds is going to be superb as long 
as it is understood that different ages require, or are best suited, to different cooking methods. The key is to 
know the butchering age of the bird as well as when the bird was butchered.  

Top meat quality requires proper processing. At butchering time, chickens must be killed quickly and 
humanely, stressed as little as possible. Stress reduces meat quality. Also, it may be that hand plucking could 
result in better meat quality for older butchering age ranges, as the mechanical pluckers are said to toughen 
meat somewhat.  

After processing, for best meat texture, chickens should be chilled and aged before cooking. Most sources 
recommend chilling and aging chickens for 24 hours, and up to 3 days before freezing. I think aging at least 24 
hours improves the texture, and that older chickens are better with longer aging, up to perhaps 5 days in the 
refrigerator for fowl. The properly aged bird should retain a very fresh clean smell with no hint of taint. I've 
read that chickens that are to be frozen need not be aged first if they will remain at least a month in the freezer. 
However, that advice may have been based on industrial meat lines, butchered very young. For historic breed 
chickens butchered at 12 weeks or older, freezer aging may not be enough. If a chicken was not aged in the 
fridge for at least 24 hours before freezing, then after thawing I usually will allow it another day or more to age 
in the fridge, before cooking. 

An important generality about the difference between cooking modern meat line chickens and cooking 
historic breed chickens is that for the latter there is a bigger distinction in time needed to cook the light and dark 
meat. Modern meat line chickens, being all butchered within a very young age range, all have leg meat nearly 
as tender as the breast meat, which will cook about as fast. The historic breed chicken has had more exercise 
over a longer time before it is butchered, which greatly increases flavor but also increases cooking time for 
those muscles. This becomes noticeable in the fryer age range: the breast meat of a fryer will reach optimal 
doneness noticeably before the legs. The difference increases as the butchering age increases, and seems 
pronounced in birds over one year. The cook has to plan how to prevent the breast meat from getting 
overcooked, and dry, by the time the leg meat is done. Good cooks will find many ways to achieve this end, and 
the results are well worthwhile. 



The traditional classifications indicate the ages best suited to different cooking methods. Broilers are the 
youngest and tenderest chickens and can be cooked by quick dry heat methods. At the broiler age range, up to 
12 weeks old, historic breed cockerels are quite slim and usually under 2 pounds carcass weight. Due to the 
tenderness of youth as well as their slim proportions, they are suited to broiling, whole or split in half, by direct 
heat such as in the oven broiler or outdoor grill. 

The traditional fryer age is up to about 20 weeks old with the bird usually not weighing more than 4 pounds. 
At this age cockerels have had a lot more exercise and have developed wonderful flavor, but should still be 
tender enough to cook by dry heat methods - though to cook evenly they usually have to be jointed. Egg breed 
cockerels are reputed to be excellent fryers, and at that age range may be as meaty relative to their smaller bone 
size as the cockerels of heavier breeds. Fried chicken is really worth the mess and calories, at least occasionally, 
with home raised fryers. 

The roasting age range specified for historic pure breeds is from 5 months to about one year, but most 
traditional roasters will be butchered between 6 and 9 months. This age range is expected to have much richer 
flavor. General purpose breed roasters can be baked uncovered in the oven at moderate temperatures. But open 
pan baking requires frequent basting. I find it easiest to get consistently great results throughout the wide 
roaster age range by using an old graniteware “chicken roaster” that has a tight fitting lid. This type of dark 
enameled roasting pan was designed to retain moisture and brown the bird without taking the cover off. (Good 
browning may not happen in a roasting pan with cover made of shiny metal.) If the cockerel is over 10 months 
old, I'll usually put in a cup of water. Baked at about 325 degrees Fahrenheit (F) for about 30 minutes to the 
pound, without removing the cover, they do not need basting and the skin browns nicely. The breast should still 
be moist and not overcooked when the legs and thighs are tender; if that doesn't happen, try a lower temperature 
and more minutes to the pound. It also helps to cook the bird with the breast down.  

General purpose breed cockerels are usually from 4 to 6 lbs carcass weight at roaster age. Historic meat 
breed cockerels should surpass the weight of general purpose breed cockerels at some point in the roaster age 
range, and their flavor should be equally wonderful. While I believe egg breed cockerels should make fine small 
roasters, they may require moist heat cooking at an earlier age range since they reach maturity significantly 
younger than the heavier breeds.  

Hens and roosters butchered at older than one year, classified as “fowl”, make very fine eating also. This 
class was perhaps the most commonly eaten and least seasonal type until the mid-20th century. But today 
mature fowl is rarely available, unless you keep your own flock or know a farmer who does. It is essential to 
use moisture and low temperatures in cooking hens and roosters over 1 year old.  

It will take hours longer to cook fowl, but the meat is richly flavored and was esteemed for sandwiches, 
chicken salad, pot pie and all recipes calling for cooked chicken meat. Fowl will become just as tender as 
younger chickens as long as it is kept moist and the meat temperature is kept low, preferably below 180 F. If the 
meat temperature goes above 180 F, the protein fibers toughen so that even if it is cooked long enough to fall 
apart, the individual fibers remain tough. When stewing, the water should not be allowed to boil, but should be 
kept at a simmer temperature, 180 F or less. Fowl can also be steam-baked with 1 or 2 cups water added to the 
pan; the pan should be tightly covered so the moisture won't escape, with the oven temperature at 300-325 F.  

Whether stewed or steam-baked, the breast meat of fowl will be best (especially good for sandwiches) if it is 
removed as soon as it is done, which may be a couple of hours before the dark meat is done. I allow at least 3 
hours to cook a 3 1/2 to 4 lb hen. 

 Some prefer the electric slow cooker for stewing chickens. The only slow cooker I've tried allowed the 
meat temperature to get too high, 200 F or higher. Perhaps others have better slow cookers. 

A great advantage of the historic chicken breeds over modern meat lines is discovered when making broth. 
It is hard to make good broth out of supermarket chicken. They are so young that there is just not much flavor 
in them to make a good strong broth (and in the process the meat becomes tasteless mush). Our ancestors knew 
and greatly appreciated the rich flavor of strong chicken broth. Historic chicken breeds can all be expected to 
produce superb broth. 

There are basically two methods for making chicken broth. One is to stew the chicken. With this method, 



flavor goes out of the meat and into the water, so to protect meat flavor, use only 3/4 to 1 cup water per pound. 
Fowl is the best choice for this method of making broth because fowl has the most flavor. A 4 lb. stewing hen 
can be gently simmered in enough water to produce between 1 and 1 1/2 quarts of rich broth, while retaining 
good flavor and texture in the meat. Do not allow the meat to boil. 

Another method of making broth is to use the bones and skin from baked chicken (like Thanksgiving turkey 
soup). Simply add water and simmer on the stovetop for a couple of hours. This method makes decent broth 
from chickens that are much younger than 1 year (though older are still better). According to one cookbook, for 
a rich broth the proportion should be about 2 cups water for every cup of bone and meat scrap. I expect to get 
about 4 to 6 cups of rich brown broth from the bones and skin of a roaster or old hen that was first oven cooked. 
Bones and skin from baked chickens can be saved in the freezer until there is enough to do a large batch of 
broth at one time. 

Usually cookbooks that give directions for cooking fowl specify “stewing hens” and don't say anything 
about roosters. Some modern books on raising chickens even say that old roosters are not good to eat. But, 
remember the old song, “She'll be comin' 'round the mountain”? It was the old red rooster that was going to be 
made into chicken and dumplings. From my own experience I'd guess that meal was worthy of song. The 
general purpose breed roosters I've butchered have been very good to eat, even when several years old. Properly 
stewed, the old rooster's meat has superb rich flavor and the texture is firm but tender, not dry, tough, or stringy. 
The rich broth from stewing an old rooster is truly wonderful. Use more than 1 cup water per pound when 
stewing a rooster; roosters yield significantly more strong rich broth than hens.  

For more information and recipes well suited to all the traditional meats that can be produced from the 
historic breeds of chickens, look to old cookbooks from before the 1950s. Here are some favorites: 
Fowl and Game Cookery, by James Beard, 1944. 
Better Homes and Gardens Cook Book, 1941. 
The Modern Family Cookbook, by Meta Given, 1942 
Let's Cook It Right, by Adelle Davis, 1947, 1962, 1970. 

Some cautions regarding old cookbooks are in order. Those from the mid-1800s and earlier can be very hard 
to follow. The older the cookbook, the sketchier the instructions seem to be, and the more likely they are to use 
unfamiliar terms. Cookbooks from the late 1800s and later are the easiest to decipher and tend to give more 
complete instructions. 

Don't believe it when a cookbook tells you hairs on the chickens are a bad sign or that they mean the bird is 
old. The hairs are just filoplumes, a hair-like feather, whose presence and length is variable and not directly 
related to age. People commonly used to singe them off. They can also be plucked with tweezers, or left on if 
they don't bother you. 

Another old cookbook caution is outdated ideas about food safety and bacteria. Some say you can stuff a 
chicken the day before you cook it, which is now considered a dangerous practice. Some old cookbooks also 
say chicken can be stored at temperatures well above what is now considered safe. 

Aside from these sorts of cautions, what old cookbooks say about cooking chickens is generally true for 
historic breeds. After all, those were exactly the chickens that were familiar to cooks then. No one would have 
known what to do with a 6 or 7 pound, 9-week old supermarket chicken. The size would have made an 
impression, as would the bland flavor. 
 
Gina Bisco lives in Chittenango, New York, where she raises, and eats, Chantecler chickens. For more 
information contact Gina at gsb7@earthlink.net. 
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3194 Oakwood Dr., Napoleon MO 64074-9146 

BASIC CHICKEN SAUTE (from “The James Beard Cookbook” copyright 1959) 
Serves 4 
 

 2 – 2-pound frying chickens 
 6 tablespoons of butter 
 ½ cup of dry white wine 

 Chopped parsley 
 Salt and pepper 

 
Have the butcher disjoint the chicken. Wash it in lukewarm water and dry it on paper 
towels. Melt the butter in a heavy skillet or kettle with a tight-fitting lid. 
 
Brown the chicken pieces in the butter, turning them to color evenly (medium-high 
heat). When they are all browned, season to taste with salt and a little freshly ground 
black pepper and cover tightly. Lower the flame and cook gently for about five (5) to 
eight (8) minutes. 
 
Uncover and rearrange the chicken pieces being sure they are all cooking evenly. Add 
half of the wine and re-cover. Cook for another ten (10) minutes.  
 
Uncover and move all the white meat sections to the top, balancing them on the dark 
meat pieces. The dark meat takes longer to cook ad during the last pat should be at the 
bottom of the pan. 
 
Cover and finish cooking until the chicken is just tender, but still juicy and moist. This 
will take about five (5) to ten (10) more minutes. 
 
Remove the chicken to a hot serving platter and add the rest of the white wine and 
three (3) or four (4) tablespoons chopped parsley to the pan juices. Turn up the heat 
and stir the juices about until they boil up and blend.  
 
Pour over the chicken.  
 
This is particularly good served with a plain rice pilaf, cooked in chicken broth, and tiny 
green peas, French style. Serve a bottle of the same dry white wine you used in the 
cooking. 
 
[The cookbook has a page with variations… too many to include here.] 



Beef Cuts  AND RECOMMENDED
COOKING METHODS  

CHUCK RIB LOIN SIRLOIN ROUND OTHER

Blade Chuck Roast Cross Rib Chuck 
Roast

Ribeye Roast,  
Bone-In

Porterhouse Steak
 

Top Sirloin Steak
 

Top Round Steak*
  

Kabobs*
  

Blade Chuck Steak*
 

Shoulder Roast Ribeye Steak, Bone-In
 

T-Bone Steak
 

Sirloin Steak
 

Bottom Round  
Roast

 

Strips
 

7-Bone Chuck Roast Shoulder Steak*
 

Back Ribs Strip Steak,  
Bone-In

 

Top Sirloin Petite  
Roast

  

Bottom Round 
Steak*  

 

Cubed Steak
 

Chuck Center Roast
 

Ranch Steak
 

Ribeye Roast, Boneless Strip Steak, 
Boneless

 

Top Sirloin Filet
 

Bottom Round  
Rump Roast

 

Stew Meat
 

Chuck Center Steak*
 

Flat Iron Steak
 

Ribeye Steak, Boneless
 

Strip Petite Roast
  

Coulotte Roast
   

Eye of Round  
Roast

Shank Cross Cut
 

Denver Steak
 

Top Blade Steak  
 

Ribeye Cap Steak 
 

Strip Filet
 

Tri-Tip Roast
  

Eye of Round 
Steak*

  

Ground Beef and 
Ground Beef Patties

 

Chuck Eye Roast
 

Petite Tender 
Roast

 

Ribeye Petite Roast
  

Tenderloin Roast
 

Tri -Tip Steak
 

Chuck Eye Steak
 

Petite Tender
Medallions

Ribeye Filet
 

Tenderloin Filet
 

Petite Sirloin Steak
 

Brisket Flat Skirt Steak*
 

Country-Style Ribs
 

Short Ribs, Bone-In
 

Sirloin Bavette*
 

Brisket Point Flank Steak*
 

Short Ribs, Bone-In*
 

BRISKET PLATE & FLANK

©2013 Cattlemen’s Beef Board and National Cattlemen’s Beef Association
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* MARINATE BEFORE COOKING FOR BEST RESULTS

GRILL OR
BROIL

STIR-FRY

SKILLET

SLOW 
COOKING

ROAST

SKILLET-
TO-OVEN

These cuts meet the government guidelines for lean, 
based on cooked servings, visible fat trimmed. 
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Tips for simply delicious steaks and roasts  

 
 

Lean and Flavorful  
What’s one of the best, time tested ways to make life better? It’s enjoying delicious, healthy, home-cooked meals, on a regular basis 

with family and/or friends. Taking time to prepare and serve tasty, and nutritious meals, made with wholesome ingredients, will be 

one of the best investments you can make. It is our hope, that the meals you serve with our grass-fed beef will help nourish your 

family’s health and happiness.  

 

Fortunately, cooking delicious steaks and roasts can be relatively easy once you know some of the basics. Grass-fed meat is generally 

leaner than grain-fed meat from the grocery store and requires a little more care to cook properly. Yet, there are several things to 

remember when cooking meat, whether or not it is grass-fed, that will help ensure you have a great eating experience:  

 

Basics:  
The real secret to meat that is cooked right  

Delicious, savory meat, that is cooked just how you like it, requires a simple, inexpensive tool that most top chefs use, but most 

home cooks don’t even own. Chefs use this tool to ensure that meat is cooking properly, and to check that it is done to their 

customers liking. Amazingly, you can purchase one for about $15. So, what is this magical instrument of good beef cooking? It’s, 

simply, a good instant read thermometer.  

Insert the thermometer in the side of the meat at least an inch. Use a pair of tongs to hold a steak. Wait 3-5 seconds for a reading.  

  

Thawing the meat  

You will have the best results if you plan ahead and thaw out meat in the refrigerator. It usually takes about 24 hours, more or less, 

depending on the size of the cut.  

  

Browning the meat creates the flavor:  

The brown crust which forms on seared meat gives it the wonderful, crave-able meaty flavor. Brief high temperature cooking is 

needed to brown the meat and your meat must be DRY for this to work (pat it with a paper towel to remove excess moisture). 

Usually, browning can be accomplished in two to three minutes per side. The biggest mistake people make is to move the meat too 

soon. If you put fresh meat on a hot grill or pan, it will stick until browning occurs. Then, magically, it will release along with the 

flavor. Use high heat. It’s got to be hot: 500-700 degrees is best. Turn on the fan and open a window to deal with smoke. A little olive 

oil, or other good quality vegetable oil, added to the pan, or grill, or rubbed directly on the meat will greatly aid in searing the meat.  

  

Again, we recommend brief high temps only for searing/browning meat. Prolonged high temperatures change the proteins in the 

meat, causing them to coil and toughen, and squeeze out the juices, drying out the meat. When the internal portion of the meat 

reaches 140 degrees or more, these physical and chemical changes start to happen.  

  

Cook meat low and slow  

Another secret of good chefs is to use lower temperatures (225-275 degrees) to cook the meat before, or after, browning. It takes 

longer, but this method is much more forgiving than higher temperature cooking. It also helps to guarantee more evenly cooked 

meat.  

  

When meat is cooked at a lower temperature, it actually helps tenderize it. The reason is that there are enzymes in meat called 

cathepsins, which break down connective tissue, helping to tenderize the meat. These enzymes do their work during the two week 

aging process our processor uses, and they also work effectively during low temperature cooking. According to Cook’s Illustrated, “as 

the temperature of the meat rises these enzymes work faster and faster until they reach 122 degrees, where all action stops…when 

steaks are cooked by conventional methods (high heat, fast cooking), their final temperature is reached much more rapidly, denying 

the cathepsins the time they need to properly do their job.”  
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Let it rest  

It’s tempting to take that sizzling steak right off the grill and devour it immediately. However, a little patience will pay off, as the 

meat will benefit from a short rest after cooking. Plan to let the meat rest, under a lid or, better yet, a tent of foil. Five (5) minutes 

for steaks, and 10-20 minutes for roasts depending on the size. It will help the meat finish cooking and as the proteins cool they will 

reabsorb juices.  

  

Salting meat:  

While it’s typical to salt steaks and roasts just before cooking, salting, done well in advance, can be beneficial. For steaks, salt at least 

1 hour before cooking (overnight is OK, too), and 18-24 hours ahead of time for roast. The reason is that salt will initially pull the 

moisture out of the meat, drying it out, but once the salt is dissolved the meat will then pull the salt laden moisture back into it—this 

takes time. This method works well for seasoning meat and actually helps remove gamey flavors in venison. It also helps enzymes 

work to break down proteins in the meat, allowing it to become tenderer.  

  

Cook steaks, roasts and hamburgers to the following temperatures depending how well done you like them. Do not use these 

temperatures for braising (pot roast.)  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Hamburger Tips:  
Season the meat, if desired, before cooking. You can put a frozen patty right onto a grill, or pan and cook it. It just takes a little 

longer.  

Use an instant read thermometer for these as well. Seriously, this is how chefs learn to cook burgers.  

Ever notice how burgers seem to bulge in the middle during cooking. The simple solution is to shape the patties so that they are 

slightly concave. In other words, make slight dimple, about 2-3 inches wide, in the middle of the burger.  

The patties will actually be flat when they are done cooking, and cook more evenly this way.  

Again, remember to sear the meat to get a good browning effect. Use high heat, and if frying in a pan, use a little oil.  

  

A great book about cooking meat is America’s Test Kitchen’s Steaks, Chops, Roasts and Ribs. Their recipes are thoroughly tested, and 

their explanations of food cooking processes are helpful. The book has some great advice for cooking the various cuts of roasts that 

often end up in the bottom of the freezer, but make delicious eating when made properly. In fact, their recipe for braised roast has 

become one of our favorite meals. Their website, www.cooksillustrated.com is an excellent resource as well.  

  

Roasts:  
Few things smell better than the heavenly aroma of roast cooking in your oven. The flavor can be equally delicious, as well. It’s one 

of the most comforting foods you can make. Yet, few people want to take the time to cook roast, anymore. It doesn’t take a lot of 

effort, just some extra planning ahead.  

  

Dry Roast versus Braising  

There are two methods for cooking roasts: dry roasting and braising (pot roast). Dry roasting means using heat, usually in an oven, 

without added moisture, usually for a short period of time, 1-1 1/2 hours. Braising means to cook the meat with added moisture, 

such as water, stock, and or wine, such as when you cook in a crock pot, usually for a long time 2-4 hours. Some roasts only work 

well for braising, while others work well for both. The best roast for dry roasting is a rib roast, however, these are expensive. So, you 

can often substitute a sirloin top or tip roast, or a round roast and have decent results. Chuck roasts, are best used for braising, as 

they have more connective tissue, which braising helps to break down and tenderize.  

  

Dry Roasting:  

There are different methods for cooking roast this way. Some use high heat (350-400 degrees) throughout, while others rely on 

searing the meat at a high temperature, before or after cooking it at a low temperature (225 degrees). If you have a rib roast, which 

is usually well marbled, you can use either method. However, if you are using a less expensive cut of roast, such as a sirloin, round, 

or chuckeye roast, use the low and slow method.  

Rare: 125 degrees  

Medium Rare on the rare side: 130 degrees  

Medium rare on the medium side: 135-140 degrees  

Medium: 145-150 degrees  

Well done: we don’t recommend this…155+ degrees  
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The low and slow method: Heat oven to 225 degrees. Season the meat with salt and pepper (or other spices)—you can salt the meat 

24 hours in advance for an even tastier and tenderer finished product. Rub the meat with vegetable oil, sprinkle on pepper, then 

sear each side of the roast in a frying pan using oil, and medium high heat. Be sure that the meat is well browned on each side—this 

will take 3-4 minutes/side. Put the roast on a cooking tray and cook in the oven at 225 degrees until the internal temperature 

reaches 115-120 degrees—use your thermometer to check. This can take from 1 to 2 hours depending on the size of your roast. Turn 

off the oven and leave the roast in for another 30-50 minutes until the temperature reaches 130 degrees for medium rare, or 140 

degrees for medium. Pull roast from oven, and cover with foil to let it rest for about 15 minutes before cooking.  

  

Braising:  
Forget everything mentioned above about cooking steaks or dry roasting. Braising is different. It actually relies on prolonged higher 

temperatures, and added moisture, to cook the meat until it falls apart. Braising is the technique used for pot roast and braised 

brisket. Cuts of meat, such as the chuck, which have lots of collagen, are often used. When cooking roast in liquid, it is important to 

that the roast reaches an internal temperature of 210 degrees, for at least one hour. This process breaks down the collagen, so that 

the meat falls right off the bone. Since the meat is cooked in liquid, the higher temperature doesn’t dry out the meat, like it would in 

dry roasting. Note that, boiling the meat makes it tough and dry. Instead, the liquid should be at a simmer. Again, bring the 

temperature of the meat to 210 degrees and keep cooking it for at least another hour. It’s easiest to do this using a Dutch oven 

placed in a 250 degree oven. However, crock pots also work well. Plan on cooking the roast for 3-4 hours.  

  

Simply Delicious Pot Roast  
Serves 6 to 8. Published March 1, 2002, in Cooks Illustrated. www.cooksillustrated.com  

For pot roast, we recommend a chuck roast, however, other roasts will work well, too. Remember to add only enough water to 

come halfway up the sides of these thinner roasts, and begin checking for doneness after 2 hours. If using a top-blade roast, tie it 

before cooking (see illustrations below) to keep it from falling apart. Mashed or boiled potatoes are good accompaniments to pot 

roast.  

Ingredients  
1  chuck roast (about 3 1/2 pounds)  

  Table salt and ground black pepper  

2  tablespoon vegetable oil  

1  medium onion , chopped medium  

1  small carrot , chopped medium  

1  small rib celery , chopped medium  

2  medium cloves garlic , minced  

2  teaspoons granulated sugar  

1  cup chicken broth  

1  cup beef broth  

1  sprig fresh thyme  

1 1/2  cups water  

1/4  cup dry red wine  

  

Instructions  
1. Adjust oven rack to middle position and heat oven to 300 degrees. Thoroughly pat roast dry with paper towels; sprinkle 

generously with salt and pepper.  

2. Heat oil in large heavy-bottomed Dutch oven over medium-high heat until shimmering but not smoking. Brown roast 

thoroughly on all sides, reducing heat if fat begins to smoke, 8 to 10 minutes. Transfer roast to large plate; set aside. Reduce heat to 

medium; add onion, carrot, and celery to pot and cook, stirring occasionally, until beginning to brown, 6 to 8 minutes. Add garlic and 

sugar; cook until fragrant, about 30 seconds. Add chicken and beef broths and thyme, scraping bottom of pan with wooden spoon to 

loosen browned bits. Return roast and any accumulated juices to pot; add enough water to come halfway up sides of roast. Bring 

liquid to simmer over medium heat, then place large piece of foil over pot and cover tightly with lid; transfer pot to oven. Cook, 

turning roast every 30 minutes, until fully tender and meat fork or sharp knife easily slips in and out of meat, 3 1/2 to 4 hours.  
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3. Transfer roast to carving board; tent with foil to keep warm. Allow liquid in pot to settle about 5 minutes, then use wide 
spoon to skim fat off surface; discard thyme sprig. Boil over high heat until reduced to about 1 1/2 cups, about 8 minutes. Add red 
wine and reduce again to 1 1/2 cups, about 2 minutes. Season to taste with salt and pepper.  
4. Using chef’s or carving knife, cut meat against the grain into 1/2-inch-thick slices, or pull apart into large pieces; transfer 

meat to warmed serving platter and pour about 1/2 cup sauce over meat. Serve, passing remaining sauce separately.  

  

Serve with gravy poured over potatoes, mashed or boiled; or noodles; or rice.  

  

  

Cooking Great Steaks  

First, and most important, if you want a high quality grilling steak, use the right cuts. The best cuts are tenderloin, ribeye, NY strip, T-

bone/Porterhouse, Sirloin, & Chuckeye. Cuts labeled as steak such as round or flank, generally are not suited to grilling, and are 

instead best for stir fry, fajitas, stew, swiss steak (a braised steak).  

 Tenderloin is the tenderest meat, and it’s delicious cooked on a grill or in the oven. It’s wonderful with just some salt and 

pepper, applied just before cooking, for seasoning.  

 Ribeye, NY Strip, T-bone/Porterhouse are all excellent grilling steaks, and are also well suited to pan frying. You can marinate 

these, or just add salt & pepper, or other seasonings before cooking.  

 Sirloin can also make for a good grilling or pan fried steak, but will often need some extra trimming. It is also very good for stir 

fry, fajitas, kabobs, steak sandwiches, etc.  

 Round steak can be grilled, but works for pan frying, followed by low and slow cooking in the oven. Use round steak for stir fry, 

fajitas, stew meat, kabobs, or slow cook it to make swiss steak. You can also ask the butcher to make these into cube steaks, 

which helps tenderize these for use in chicken fried steak.  

 Savory steaks have a well-browned exterior for flavor, and a tender, juicy interior. Achieving a good brown, seared, steak, often 

comes at the expense of tenderness. How do you get the best of both worlds?  

 First, we recommend that you have your steaks cut at least one inch thick. Better yet, go 1 ¼ or even 1 ½ inches thick. This helps 

you achieve a good sear, without charring the interior.  

 Second, use high heat to sear, for 1-3 minutes per side, and low heat to finish cooking. Or alternatively, cook on low first, and 

sear the steak at the end.  

Grilled steaks:  

The most basic flavor enhancers are liberal amounts of salt and pepper, however, you can experiment with a wide variety of rubs, 

made from herbs and spices.  

Use a two stage fire for grilling steaks.  

 Create a hot fire on one half of the grill, and a warm fire on the other half. On a gas grill, adjust burners to achieve this. On a 

charcoal grill, put all the coals on one half. You want the heat at least 500-700 degrees.  

 Clean the grill grates well. Rub a little vegetable oil on them, too, with a paper towel.  

 Cook the steaks over the hot part of the grill first, to sear them. If you are cooking T-bone or Porterhouse steaks, remember to 

keep the tenderloin portion of the meat closest to the cool part of the grill—this part of the meat cooks quicker.  

 It will take about 2-3 minutes to sear each side depending on the heat and thickness of the meat. Don’t pull the meat too soon, 

however. It will stick to the grill until the browning is done.  

 Move the meat to the cooler part of the grill to finish cooking, if it is not yet done. Check the temperature of the meat with your 

instant read thermometer to be sure it is done correctly.  

 Remove from the grill and tent with foil, for five minutes, before serving.  
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Instructions for indoor cooked, thick cut steaks:  

For indoor cooking: use the oven to cook the meat and a hot pan for searing the steak.  

 Sear the steaks after cooking—this works surprisingly well!    

Cook steaks on a wire rack, over a pan, in a 250-275 degree oven until the internal temperature reaches 90-95 degrees for medium 

rare, or 100-105 degrees for medium. This can take 15-30 minutes depending on the thickness of the meat.  

Heat vegetable oil in a pan over high heat until it just starts to smoke. Put steaks into the pan and sear until well browned—about 1-

2 minutes. Turn steaks and sear on the other side.  

Turn down the heat to medium and using tongs, cook the steaks on their sides, if they are thick—1 ½ to 2 inches.  

Return steaks to the wire rack and place a foil tent over them for 5-10 minutes.  

Check the final temperature if you are not sure the steaks are done to your liking.  

 

Instructions for marinated steaks  

 Garlic, Ginger, and Soy Sauce Marinade  
Makes enough for 2 pounds of steak. Published May 1, 2003, Cooks Illustrated. www.cooksillustrated.com  

Ingredients  
1/3 cup soy sauce 
3 tablespoons vegetable oil  
3 tablespoons toasted sesame oil  
3 medium cloves garlic , pressed through garlic press or minced (about 1 tablespoon)1  
1 inch piece fresh ginger , minced (about 1 tablespoon)  
2 tablespoons dark brown sugar  
2 teaspoons grated orange zest from 1 orange  
1/2 teaspoon red pepper flakes  
1 medium scallion , sliced thin  

Instructions  
Combine all ingredients in small bowl. For extra flavor, set aside 1/4 cup of the marinade before adding the steaks. Use this to dip 

the steaks into, after they are done cooking. Marinate steaks for at least one hour in a gallon sized ziploc bag, making sure to press 

out the air. Flip after 30 minutes. Remove steaks from marinade, letting excess marinade drip back into the bag. Discard the bag and 

marinade. Grill steaks, to desired doneness. Transfer to a shallow pan, pour reserved marinate over the top of them and let them 

rest for several minutes, covered with foil. You can flip them half way through to coat the meat on both sides. Slice and serve, 

passing reserved marinade, if desired.  

  

Better than A-1 Marinade  
For 4 to 6 individual steaks or one 2-pound steak. Published May 1, 2007 Cooks Illustrated. www.cooksillustrated.com  

Ingredients  
1/2 cup soy sauce  
1/3 cup vegetable oil  
2 tablespoons dark brown sugar  
1/4 cup Worcestershire sauce  
4 medium cloves garlic , minced or pressed through garlic press (about 4 teaspoons)  
2 tablespoons minced fresh chives  
1/2 teaspoons ground black pepper  
teaspoons balsamic vinegar   

Instructions  
Combine soy, oil, sugar, Worcestershire, garlic, chives, and pepper in medium bowl. Remove 1/4 cup marinade and combine with 

vinegar in small bowl; set aside. 2. Place remaining marinade and steaks in gallon-size zipper-lock bag; press out as much air as 

possible and seal bag. Refrigerate 1 hour, flipping bag after 30 minutes to ensure that steaks marinate evenly. 3. Remove steaks 

from marinade, letting any excess marinade drip back into bag. Discard bag and marinade. Grill steaks as desired. Transfer steaks to 

shallow pan and pour reserved marinade over top. Let steaks rest for several minutes, turning meat halfway through. Slice steak or 

serve whole, passing reserved marinade if desired.  

  

Note: do not add vinegar to the marinade that the steak will be in before cooking. The acid in the vinegar can toughen the meat. Add 

the vinegar to the reserve marinade that you will put on the steak after it is cooked.  

 

http://www.cooksillustrated.com/
http://www.cooksillustrated.com/
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Swiss Steak  
This traditional standby is delicious with the sauce poured over rice or mashed potatoes. It works well with any of the cuts listed 
below, however, chuck roast is best. Ok, chuck roast isn’t steak, but it really works better than anything for this recipe. You can cut 
the chuck into smaller pieces before browning to make serving it easier. Don’t try to tenderize the meat by pounding on it. The meat 
will tenderize on it’s own through long braising in liquid, in your oven.  

Ingredients 
2-3 chuck steak  
Salt & pepper  
2 tablespoons vegetable oil  
1 onion, chopped thin  
3 garlic cloves, minced  
½ teaspoon dried thyme  
2 tablespoons of tomato paste  
1 tablespoon of white flour  
1 (14.5 ounce) can of diced tomatoes  
1 ½ cups of chicken or beef broth  

Instructions  
Heat oven to 300 degrees. Heat Dutch oven to medium high on your stove top. Add the vegetable oil. When the oil just starts to 
smoke it is ready for the steaks.  
Open the meat packages and pat the steaks until dry. Sprinkle with salt and pepper. Place steaks in the hot, oiled, pan, and brown 
for 2-3 minutes per side. Transfer to a plate when done and set aside.  
Add onions to the Dutch oven and cook until softened, about 5 minutes. Add garlic, thyme, and tomato paste, and flour and cook 
until fragrant, about 1 minute. Stir in diced tomatoes and broth and bring to a boil.  
Return the steaks with any accumulated juices to the Dutch oven. Cover with the lid, and place into the oven. Cook until the steak is 
tender, about 2 hours. Transfer steaks to a platter, and let rest for about 5 minutes. Season with salt and pepper, to taste. Cut steaks 
into slices, pour sauce over them and serve.  
  

How to turn Round Steak into a good eating experience.  
Ingredients 

Round Steak  
Salt  
Ground Pepper  
1 tablespoon of vegetable oil  
1 heavy, cast iron fry pan  
Small roasting pan  
Heat oven to 250 degrees.  

  
Round steak is lean and is never going to be as tender and juicy as a well-marbled Ribeye, and it doesn’t have the flavor of Sirloin. 
However, it can be cooked so that it is a decent steak. There are several important tips to make this work, though.  
 

Instructions  
Salt the steak at least an hour before cooking—you can even do this up to a day ahead of time. By adding salt over an hour 
before cooking, the salt has a chance to absorb through the meat, which not only improves flavor, it helps to slightly tenderize 
the meat.  
Let steak warm to room temperature before cooking, if possible. Sprinkle steak with pepper.  
Cook at a low temperature, 250 degrees, in the oven or on the grill. Cooking at a low temperature allows the enzymes in the 
meat, which become active between 70-115 degrees to help tenderize the meat. Remove the steak when the internal 
temperature of the meat is 115 degrees—use your instant read thermometer, or programmable oven thermometer.  
Heat a heavy cast iron pan on top of the stove and add 1 tablespoon of vegetable oil. Once the oil is smoking slightly place the 
steak in the pan and brown on both sides—about 1-2 minutes/side. Be careful not to overcook. Use the meat temperatures 
listed on page two as your guide for when the steak is done to your liking. It’s best not to overcook Round Steak, as it will be 
dry. Aim for rare to medium rare.  
Brown the meat in a heavy, cast iron pan on top of the stove, after cooking in the oven. Allow the steaks to rest for 5 minutes 
before slicing. Slice this slices, across the grain, at about a 30 degree angle. Serve immediately. 



 

Aronia berries are becoming popular for their health benefits, 
having a high antioxidant power that may help reduce risk for 
cancer, heart disease, inflammation and diabetes. In fact, Aronia 
berries contain higher levels of antioxidants, polyphenols, and 
anthocyanins than elderberries, cranberries, blueberries, grapes, 
and most other fruit.    –Iowa State University Extension Service 

 
antioxidant capacity of a food is the Oxygen Radical Absorption Capacity (ORAC) 

 

          
Tea, Jam, Wine, Juice, Yogurt, Ice Cream, Baking, Syrups 

 
Aronia melanocarpa: Zone 4-9, Native.  Prefers moist soils 
but adaptable.  Relatively disease free. Height: 6’.   Forms 
colony. Not sweet as blueberries but great health benefits. 
Good Spring flowers and Autumn colors.  

http://lh3.ggpht.com/Jozefbabij/R49ddwycfxI/AAAAAAAABdo/rd_idm-cNas/s800/3_i446379.jpg�
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